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ABSTRACT
Background: Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder, associated with serious cognitive, physical, and 
psychosocial burdens. Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) is the commonest form of focal epilepsy. e aim 
of this study was to establish the incidence of patients with electroencephalographic epileptiform discharges 
consistent with mTLE attending a tertiary hospital in South Africa, and determine whether these patients may be 
candidates for anterior temporal lobectomy.

Methods: is was a cross-sectional observational study of all patients receiving scalp electroencephalograms 
(EEG) performed at the Groote Schuur Hospital Neurophysiology laboratory during the period 
January 1, 2017–December 31, 2019. Where magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain scans had been performed, 
these were assessed for corroborative evidence of mTLE.

Results: Over the 3-year period, 4 342 EEGs were assessed. A total of 411 (11%) showed epileptiform discharges 
consistent with all epilepsy types. Of these, 327 (69%) were of focal onset and 108 (33% of all focal onset epilepsies) 
were consistent with mTLE. Of the patients with electroencephalographic features of mTLE, only 27 (25%) had 
had MRI brain scans performed according to an epilepsy surgery protocol. None of these patients had been 
considered for surgery.

Conclusion: Surgery, especially anterior temporal lobectomy, is widely acknowledged to be an efficacious and 
cost-effective intervention in patients with drug-resistant mTLE. e findings of our study suggest that patients 
with mTLE in our setting are under-investigated for potential surgery; and that it is under-utilized. ese findings 
are in line with similar studies in both well-resourced and resource-constrained countries. Our study also 
highlights the utility of EEG as a practical screening tool to identify potential surgical candidates, as well as the 
establishment of an EEG and MRI database to assist in recognizing these patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder, which is estimated to affect at least 60 million people 
of all ages worldwide.[13] Despite numerous anti-epileptic drugs (AED) being available, up to 
35% of patients remain refractory to medical management.[13] e International League Against 
Epilepsy (ILAE) defines drug-resistant/medically refractory epilepsy as “failure of adequate trials 
of two tolerated, appropriately chosen and used AED schedules (whether as monotherapies or 
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in combination) to achieve sustained seizure freedom.”[4] 
Physical, cognitive and psychosocial burdens of poorly 
controlled epilepsy are significant and may include physical 
injury, sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP), 
serious negative impact on employment, as well as severe 
depression and psychosis.[12] SUDEP is a well-recognised, 
particularly negative consequence of mesial temporal lobe 
epilepsy (mTLE).

In approximately 60% of patients with epilepsy, seizures have a 
focal onset.[20] In 2010, the ILAE recognized mTLE associated 
with hippocampal sclerosis as a discrete clinical syndrome.[10] 
mTLE is the most common form of human focal epilepsy and 
the most refractory to AEDs,[17] but also the most amenable 
to surgical intervention.[6] Furthermore, diagnosing mTLE is 
generally straightforward, being based on seizure semiology, 
the findings of non-invasive scalp electroencephalography 
(EEG) and brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

e aim of this study was to determine the number of patients 
with anterior and/or middle temporal lobe epileptiform 
features on non-invasive EEG consistent with mTLE referred 
to a South African, public sector tertiary hospital in Cape 
Town over a 3-year period and determine what proportion of 
these patients had been appropriately worked-up as potential 
candidates for epilepsy surgery. We suspected that patients 
are under-evaluated for surgical intervention; and that 
epilepsy surgery is under-utilised in our setting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study population

is was a cross-sectional observational study of 4,342 
consecutive EEGs performed on patients referred to the 
Groote Schuur Hospital (GSH) electrophysiological laboratory 
over a 3-year period (January 1, 2017-December 31, 2019). 
e study population included all adults (older than 13 years 
of age), who were referred for a scalp EEG. EEGs of younger 
persons, all recordings rendered illegible by severe persistent 
artefacts and duplicate patient EEGs were excluded.

Methods

All EEGs were performed in the neurophysiology laboratory 
or the wards of GSH. Nihon Kohden 21 channel digital EEG 
machines and software, and the international 10-20 electrode 
placement system are used along with 2 additional electrodes: 
FT9/T1 and FT10/T2 from the 10-10 system. All EEGs were 
performed by qualified technologists and recordings routinely 
lasted a minimum of 20  min, unless aborted earlier due to 
external medical or patient-related circumstances. Duplicate 
EEGs for the same patient were removed with the most 
abnormal report being used. Hyperventilation, intermittent 
photic stimulation, and mental arousal procedures were 

routinely performed in the electrophysiology laboratory. 
All EEGs were performed on out-patients and in-hospital 
patients at GSH, or patients referred from the surrounding 
secondary and primary healthcare facilities. Reasons for 
referral included unexplained losses of consciousness, 
suspected seizures, epilepsy, confusion, encephalopathy, 
dementia, and psychosis, among others.

Anonymised patient data relating to EEG and brain MRI 
findings for this study were recorded on a Microsoft Excel 
Sheet and stored on a password-protected laptop. All EEGs 
performed during the study period were accessed and 
those reported by an attending specialist neurologist to 
show temporal lobe epileptiform activity were identified. 
e identified EEG traces were reviewed by a trainee 
neurologist experienced in EEG interpretation to confirm 
the presence and location of temporal epileptiform activity. 
ese were then further classified as anterior and/or middle 
temporal, or posterior temporal lobe discharges. Hospital 
numbers of patients with anterior and/or middle temporal 
lobe epileptiform discharges were used on the GSH Picture 
Archiving and Communication System to identify those 
patients in whom MRI or computed tomography (CT) 
brain scanning had been performed, and whether mesial 
temporal sclerosis had been confirmed on an MRI using 
an epilepsy surgery protocol, which included axial and 
coronal T1-weighted, T2-weighted FLAIR, and T1-inversion 
recovery sequences. A  trainee neurologist and specialist 
neurologist experienced in epilepsy management reviewed 
images of all MRI brain scans performed on patients with 
anterior and/or middle temporal epileptiform discharges to 
confirm radiological evidence of mesial temporal sclerosis 
and hippocampal atrophy [Figure 1].

Ethics

Ethics clearance was granted by the University of Cape Town’s 
Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC Reference 
number: 365/2020).

Statistical analysis

Summary statistics are reported using frequencies and 
percentages for categorical responses and means with 
standard deviations for continuous measurement. 
With regards to inferential statistics, this involved 
cross-tabulations, ANOVA and correlation analyses which 
were used as appropriate for the types of variables compared.

RESULTS

e study sample included all EEGs performed at the GSH 
Neurophysiology laboratory over a 3-year period between 
January 1, 2017, and December 31, 2019. A  total of 4,342 
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EEGs were assessed, with 27 EEGs being excluded based 
on duplication or illegibility. Of these, 411  (11%) showed 
evidence supporting epilepsy, of which 327 (69%) were focal 
and 144 (31%) generalised.

Temporal lobe epileptiform discharges were identified in 
134 EEGs, which represented 41% of all EEGs with focal 
epileptiform discharges. Of all EEGs with focal temporal lobe 
discharges, 108  (81%) were in the anterior and/or middle 
temporal lobe, and 26 (19%) in the posterior temporal lobe. 
us, anterior and/or middle temporal lobe discharges 
consistent with mTLE were identified in 108 (2%) of all EEGs, 
and 33% of EEGs with focal discharges, over the 3-year study 
period. [Figure  2] e mean age of patients with anterior 
and/or middle temporal lobe epileptiform discharges at the 
time of their EEG was 39.4 years, and 31% of these patients 
were in the 21–31-year age group [Figure 3].

Appropriate MRI of the brain scanning according to 
an epilepsy surgery protocol had been performed in 
only 27 (25%) of the 108 patients with anterior and/or middle 
temporal lobe epileptiform discharges on EEG. Of these, six 
had MRI evidence of mesial temporal sclerosis ipsilateral to 
the epileptiform discharge. All six of these patients had been 
diagnosed with drug-resistant epilepsy and were potential 
surgical candidates, but none had been subsequently worked 
up further or considered for epilepsy surgery. [Table  1] 
summarizes these findings with regards to the specific 
parameters assessed over each year.

DISCUSSION

e prevalence of focal epilepsy is reported to be higher in 
Africa, Latin America and other low-  and middle-income 
regions compared with high-income countries, with rural 
regions being especially affected.[11,14,16]

mTLE is the focus of this study because anterior temporal 
lobectomy is a highly effective and cost-efficient intervention 
in the management of drug-resistant seizures in patients with 
this condition, frequently rendering carefully chosen subjects 
seizure-free. Wiebe et al. have demonstrated the superiority 
of surgery over medical therapy in terms of seizure control, 
quality of life, and the rates of employment or school 
attendance in patients with drug-resistant TLE.[22] Moreover, 
a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of TLE surgery 
found the overall rate of post-operative seizure freedom to be 

Figure 2: Histograms representing (a) the proportion of focal versus 
generalised epileptiform discharges, and (b) focal epileptiform 
discharges represented according to anatomical location.

ba

Figure 1: Coronal T2-weighted, and T1-weighted inversion recovery magnetic resonance imaging brain scan (Panel a and b respectively) of a 
study participant showing evidence of right-sided hippocampal atrophy (indicated by arrows).
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72.4% in randomised controlled trials conducted in adults, 
and 71.7% in prospective non-randomized adult cohorts, with 
increased seizure-freedom in cases in which mesial temporal 
sclerosis was clear on MRI.[7,10,22] Numerous other reports and 
multi-centre analyses[1,7,9] also provide robust evidence for 
the efficacy and safety of epilepsy surgery. Furthermore, the 
risks of epilepsy surgery, and particularly anterior temporal 
lobectomy, are low.[3] Surgical complications, which occur at 
an estimated rate of 1–2%, include postoperative hematoma 
formation, hydrocephalus, cerebrospinal fluid leakage, and 
procedure-related medical problems.[4]

Despite its efficacy and safety, epilepsy surgery remains 
under-utilised in both low-  and high-income countries.[6] 
e reasons for this remain a matter of some debate. ere 
appears to be a reluctance of primary physicians and even 
neurologists to refer their epilepsy patients for surgical 
intervention,[5] which is often regarded as a “last resort”. 
For example, the average interval between epilepsy 
onset and surgical intervention was 24  years in a large 
multi-center study involving 300 patients who had epilepsy 
surgery performed over a 5-year period;[6] and 18  years for 
29  patients attending a Florida epilepsy centre in whom 

Table 1: Epileptiform discharges identified on EEG and radiological imaging performed at a South African public sector tertiary hospital 
over the 3-year study period (January 1, 2017–December 31, 2019).

EEG Features 2017 2018 2019 Total

Normal or non-epileptiform abnormalities Number (% of all EEGs) 1401 (91) 1282 (87) 1188 (90) 3871 (89)
Epileptiform (All: focal and generalised) Number (% of all EEGs) 146 (9) 189 (13) 136 (10) 471 (11)
Epileptiform (generalised) Number (% of all EEGs with 

epileptiform discharges)
53 (36) 56 (30) 35 (26) 144 (31)

Epileptiform (focal) Number (% of all EEGs with 
epileptiform discharges)

93 (64) 133 (70) 101 (74) 327 (69)

Epileptiform (all temporal) Number (% of all EEGs with focal 
epileptiform discharges)

46 (49) 41 (31) 47 (47) 134 (41)

Epileptiform (anterior/mid temporal) Number (% of all EEGs) 37 (2) 33 (2) 38 (3) 108 (2)
MRI performed Number (% of patients with ant/mid 

temporal discharges on EEG)
7 (25) 6 (19) 14 (29) 27 (25)

CT performed Number (% of patients with ant/mid 
temporal discharges on EEG)

15 (54) 18 (56) 34 (71) 67 (62)

MRI features consistent with mTLE Number (% of positive MRI result) 3 (43) 2 (33) 1 (7) 6 (22)
Total EEGs assessed 1547 1471 1324 4342
EEG: Electroencephalogram, CT: Computed tomography, mTLE: Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy

Figure  3: Histogram illustrating the age distribution of patients with anterior and/or middle temporal lobe epileptiform discharges on 
electroencephalogram consistent with a diagnosis of Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy.
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surgery was performed for mTLE over a 2-year period.[2] 

us, even in highly resourced settings, epilepsy surgery is 
often performed too late, leaving patients psychologically 
and socially disabled by years of uncontrolled seizures.[19] 
e delay in referral for epilepsy surgery may be explained, 
in part, by neurologists using an outdated or inappropriately 
conservative definition for drug-resistant epilepsy, as well 
as their failure to acknowledge the low risk and potential 
for excellent post-surgical outcomes of this intervention.[8] 
Interestingly, a study examining the social media imprint of 
epilepsy and surgery concluded that it is under-promoted by 
most social media accounts.[13]

e long-term costs of drug-resistant epilepsy are 
well recognised. ese include life-long multiple AED 
administration, recurrent hospital and intensive care 
admissions for seizure-related injuries and status epilepticus, 
as well as unemployment and the psycho-social burden on 
the patient and society. erefore, the economic benefits of 
rendering a patient with drug-resistant mTLE seizure-free 
are well established and accepted.[15,18] Importantly, the 
cost-effectiveness of epilepsy surgery versus medical 
management has also been established, especially in patients 
with mTLE. In a prospective cohort, Picot et al. concluded 
that epilepsy surgery becomes cost-effective compared to 
medical treatment approximately 9–10 years after the surgery, 
and even earlier if indirect costs are taken into count.[15] is 
finding is supported in a recent study by Sheikh et al., which 
concluded that even where the probability of a patient being 
a surgical candidate is low (e.g., 5%), surgical evaluation 
remains cost-effective.[18] In South Africa, ongoing poorly 
controlled epilepsy negatively impacts physical, mental and 
social health as well as economic prospects more seriously 
than most other chronic medical conditions.[12] is is a 
particular motivator for increasing the use of epilepsy in 
low- and middle-income countries.

Our study confirmed that most patients with temporal 
epileptiform discharges identified on EEGs performed at 
a large South African tertiary hospital were not adequately 
investigated with MRI brain scanning, long-term monitoring 
or neuropsychometric assessment to determine whether 
they were candidates for anterior temporal lobectomy. is 
is despite the fact that we have the resources and expertise to 
conduct all of the above, in addition to a competent and willing 
neurosurgical team to perform the surgery. It is significant that 
31% (33) of patients identified with temporal lobe epileptiform 
activity in this study were between the ages of 21–31 years, and 
that epilepsy surgery, were it performed, would potentially 
render them seizure-free for the remainder of their lives.

In 62% of the patients with temporal lobe epileptiform 
activity, CT brain imaging (with and without contrast) was 
performed, rather than MRI. CT is a cheaper investigation 
and while effective in excluding tumors, parasitic infections, 

granulomas, haemorrhages and many other structural 
intracranial abnormalities, MRI is a prequisite for epilepsy 
surgery and the investigation of choice for identifying 
mesial temporal sclerosis, neuronal migration disorders 
and other subtle epileptogenic abnormalities which may be 
amenable to epilepsy surgery. MRI brain scans performed 
according to a standardised epilepsy surgery protocol were 
performed in only 25% of the patients with anterior and/or 
middle temporal lobe epileptiform discharges in our study. 
To improve the efficacy of identifying candidates for epilepsy 
surgery, the application of an appropriate MRI protocol is 
vital. For example, an “essential 6” sequence protocol has 
recently been suggested for the detection of virtually all 
common epileptogenic lesion entities.[21]

Our study found that, over the 3-year study period, 11% 
(411) of all EEGs showed epileptiform discharges, 69% (327) 
of which were focal in onset and significantly, a third of EEGs 
with focal discharges (108) (33%; P = 0.00089) were located 
in the anterior and/or-middle temporal lobe consistent 
with mTLE, and thus were potential candidates for anterior 
temporal lobectomy. A  limitation to our study is that a 
standard 20-min scalp EEG may not always identify interictal 
epileptiform discharges, and this could mean patients may be 
missed. Another limitation is that patients were identified on 
an EEG database where the EEG had already been reported 
on, and this could have meant that patients with EEGs 
showing anterior-middle temporal epileptiform discharges 
could have been missed based on reporter abilities.

e results of this study support the impression that patients 
with mTLE are under-investigated, and that epilepsy surgery is 
under-utilised in a tertiary healthcare centre in South African. 
Consideration should be given to increasing the use of surgery 
in low-  and middle-income countries such as ours, where 
the expertise of a multi-disciplinary team is available and 
economic benefits are established. e study also demonstrates 
that standard scalp EEGs may be an effective way in which 
to identify potential epilepsy surgery candidates. ese EEGs 
may be used as an initial tool to identify patients who should 
receive brain MRIs and be further worked up for potential 
surgery. Still, using non-invasive EEGs as an initial screening 
tool could offer resource-constrained settings a stepwise 
protocol that could be implemented in patients with mTLE, in 
whom safe and cost-effective anterior temporal lobectomies 
may result in seizure freedom. A  database of the epilepsy 
patients or radiological images of these patients did not exist 
in our hospital prior to this study, which is another practical 
implementation that offers resource-constrained settings the 
platform to identify potential surgical candidates more readily.

CONCLUSION

Surgery in the form of anterior temporal lobectomy is a 
relatively straightforward, safe, and cost-effective intervention 
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in carefully selected patients with drug-resistant mTLE, and 
frequently results in seizure freedom. In line with the findings 
of similar studies in other low-, middle-  and high-income 
countries, our study indicates that appropriate work up of 
these patients for possible neurosurgical intervention is 
lacking, and that epilepsy surgery is under-utilised. is is 
despite the infrastructure and expertise being available to 
investigate and assess these patients adequately and perform 
the procedure in some centres, such as ours. Our study also 
highlights the utility of an EEG as a practical screening tool 
to identify potential surgical candidates, as well as the benefit 
of the establishment of an EEG and MRI database to assist 
in recognising these patients. We encourage these measures 
to motivate increased surgeries in low- and middle-income 
countries.
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